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A STUDY OF HELICOPTER INTERIOR NOISE REDUCTION

James T. Howlett and Sherman A. Clevenson
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Hampton, Virginia 23665

Abstract Assessment of Current Interior Noise Levels

The interior noise levels of existing helicop- Since the current fleet of civil helicopters
ters are discussed along with an ongoing experimen- consists primarily of modified versions of existing
tal program directed toward reducing these levels. military configurations (Ref. 2), the interior
Results of several noise and vibration measurements noise reduction technology for civil helicopters
on Langley Research Center's Civil Helicopter has largely been directed toward reducing interior
Research Aircraft are presented, including measure noise in existing helicopters as opposed to devel-
ments taken before and after installation of an oping quiet interiors in the original design stage.

acoustically treated cabin. The predominant noise Although some progress has been made in reducing
source in this helicopter is the first-stage plane- the interior noise levels (Ref. 3), the current
tary gear clash in the main gear box, both before fleet of civil helicopters still appears to need
and after installation of the acoustically treated significant reductions in interior noise levels to
cabin. Noise reductions of up to 20 dB in some obtain wide acceptance of helicopter operations by
octave bands may be required in order to obtain passengers (Ref. 2).
interior noise levels comparable to commercial jet
transports. As an indication of progress in reducing

helicopter interior noise, Figure 1 presents
Introduction octave-band sound pressure levels (SPL) for some

typical aircraft. The envelope labeled "military
The interior noise levels in current civil helicopter" is for a military vehicle and the

helicopters are relatively high compared to the spread in the data is for different seat locations

interior noise levels in many other forms of air within that helicopter. Even though the envelope

and ground transportation. Reduction of helicopter is for one helicopter, the envelope is representa-
noise levels may be required to achieve passenger tive of most military helicopters. Accpyding to
acceptability and to avoid hearing damage risk the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA), for

associated with high noise levels (Ref. 1). This example, this noise level is unacceptably high

problem has become more important with the increased without ear protection.
demand for helicopters in civil sector applications

such as short-haul and off-shore drilling operations. The envelope labeled "commercial helicopter"

is for a specific commercial helicopter. The vari--
The NASA Langley Research Center is studying ation in the data is also associated with different

the potential for using large helicopters in civil seat locations in the helipopter. Ap in the case
helicopter applications. This study includes a of the military helicopter, this envelope is typi-

series of tests to establish passenger acceptabil- cal of most acoustically treated helicopters in

ity of current civil helicopters and a research commercial operation today. According to OSHA

program to develop technology that can be used to specification, the allowable exposure time without

provide helicopter interior noise levels comparable ear protection is 4 hours per day for the octave-

to those of conventional commercial air transporta- band data shown for this commerical helicopter.

tion (e.g., wide-body jet aircraft) without undue However, theOSHA exposure time is related to possl-
performance penalties. ble hearing damage only. For long flight times,

the ability to communicate face-to-face without
The purposes of this paper are to describe the difficulty is essential for widespread passenger

helicopter interior noise environment, including acceptability. Hence, for the purpose of this
typical interior noise levels of civil helicopters, paper, a wide-body jet aircraft during cruise has

and to describe a test program currently underway been chosen as an acceptable goal for interior
to determine the sources and paths of helicopter noise. As the dashed curve on Figure 1 shows, the
interior noise. The description of the test pro- acoustically treated commercial helicopter must
gram includes the long-range goals of the program have the interior noise levels reduced by 10 dB to

and the latest results of several noise and vibra- 30 dB, depending on the octave band, to become com-

tion measurements on the Langley Research Center's parable to the wide-body jet aircraft. The fact
Civil Helicopter Research Aircraft, CH-53, includ- that current noise reduction technology, when

ing measurements taken before and after installation applied to an existing helicopter, does not reduce
of an acoustically treated cabin, helicopter interior noise to levels comparable to

the latest commercial jet-transport aircraft sug-
gests that quiet interiors must be considered in

the design stage if helicopters are to have accept-
able interior noise levels. In order to design
quiet interiors, improved technology is needed in

Presen!ted at the 31st Annual National Forum of the the areas of noise source identification, noise path

American Helicopter Society, May 1975. identification, and noise control techniques.
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Present Research at vertical locations corresponding to passenger

ear levels (approximately 71 cm above the seat

In order to achieve significant and economi- cushion) both in the untreated and treated aircraft
cally feasible noise reductions for the existing (see Fig. 4). In order to assist in the identifi-
fleet of civil helicopters, advanced noise control cation of the noise paths, six accelerometers were
technology will be required. The Langley Research bonded to various structures and panels above the
Center is presently involved in a research program level of the microphones (see Table I and Fig. 4

using Langley's Civil Helicopter Research Aircraft. for locations). The voltage outputs from the
This program includes the evaluation of all aspects accelerometers and three of the microphone trans-
of civil helicopter flights, such as economic and ducers were recorded (after appropriate signal
energy considerations, passenger acceptability, and conditioning) on a 14-channel FM flight tape
community acceptability of the exterior noise. The recorder. Sound pressure measurements were
objective of the interior noise portion of this pro- obtained on the fourth microphone using a type 1
gram is to characterize the interior noise levels, (precision scientific) sound level meter whose output
identify the noise sources and paths, develop ias recorded on a direct-record tape recorder. All

improved methods for noise source/path identifica- data were subsequently digitized and a TSA (time
tion, and reduce the interior noise levels. If series analysis) program (Ref. 4) was used to
these goals can be achieved, the results should obtain both numerical and graphical outputs in
lead to the development of optimum weight/cost terms of octave-band, one-third octave-band, and

noise reduction methods. In order to demonstrate narrow-band (nominal 10 Hz bandwidth) analyses.
that the results are generally applicable, the
techniques developed for the research helicopter Recordings of the vibration and noise environ-

must be verified by application to several differ- ments within the aircraft were obtained at discrete
ent helicopters, times during its entire flight (see Table 2 for the

discrete flight segments). When. a particular
The final proof that helicopter interior noise flight condition was established, tape recorders

is sufficiently well understood is the capability were activated to record 2 minutes of data. Voice
to predict accurately, at the design stage, the annotation was also used on the tape recorders, but

interior noise levels in the finished product. was difficult to interpret due to the ambient noise
This ultimately involves designing, constructing, levels.
and .testing a "quiet" helicopter.

Results and Discussion
Initial Experiments and Test Apparatus

Narrow-band sound pressure spectrum and accel-
Test Vehicles eration power spectral density (PSD) are shown in

Figure 5 for the helicopter with no acoustic treat-
As previously discussed, Langley's Civil Heli- ment during hover out-of-ground effect (OGE). The

copter Research Aircraft (Fig. 2) is being used for analyses for both noise levels and acceleration
the initial studies. This helicopter, which is PSD's were performed using a nominal 10-Hz band-
approximately 20 meters long, can carry over 40 width. The data shown are for microphone number 2
passengers in a commercial configuration. At the and accelerometer number 2. Although the interior
cruise speed of 160 knots, its range is approxi- noise has many possible primary sources (rotors,
mately 250 nautical miles. The untreated helicopter gear boxes, engines, etc.) these data show the main
was a military configuration without acoustic source occurs at approximately 1370 Hz which corre-
treatment. All of the troop seats were removed sponds to first-stage planetary gear clash in the
except four which were required for the personnel main gear box. The peak amplitude at 1370 Hz is
conducting the test. For some of the results pre- at least 10 dB above all other peaks in the spec-
sented in this paper, a special acoustically trum, indicating that for this flight condition,
treated passenger cabin with 16 seats was installed in the other sources of interior noise do not signifi-
the forward section of the cargo area. The forward cantly contribute to the overall noise level.
and aft ends of this cabin were separated from the
rest of the helicopter by acoustically treated Two other frequencies are emphasized in the
bulkheads which were vibration isolated from the figure. The tail rotor-blade passage frequency
airframe. Typical acoustic treatment of the cabin occurs at approximately 53 Hz; main bevel and tail
walls is shown in Figure 3. A plywood floor take-off gear clash occurs at approximately 2700 Hz.
covered with carpeting was installed over the metal For this particular flight condition, the peak
cargo floor. The inside of the fuselage panels was amplitude at 2700 Hz is not high'relative to the
treated with damping tape and both the panels and other two predominant peaks in the spectrum. How-
stringers were covered with bagged fiberglass. In ever, for other flight conditions (e.g., Fig. 6)
the ceiling, two layers of lead-vinyl separated the amplitudes at this frequency are also a pre-
with foam was installed. The interior trim panels dominant source of interior noise. Therefore, for
were mounted on vibration isolators, and gave the comparison purposes, the main bevel and tail take-
interior the appearance of a conventional commer- off gear clash frequency is emphasized for hover
cial aircraft. OGE.

InsErumentation- and Test Methods The acceleration PSD also has peak amplitudes
in the spectrum at"1370 Hz and 2700 Hz, suggesting

The acoustic data were taken by four micro- that some relationship exists between noise and
phones suspended on 0.48 cm (3/16 in.) bungee cords structural vibration at these frequencies. However,
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at the tail rotor-blade passage frequency, nomi- treated cabin. Since pure tones are subjectively
nally 53 Hz, the PSD does not have a high peak more annoying to people than broad-band noise, the
amplitude relative to the two frequencies previ- first-stage planetary gear clash is the most
ously discussed. Since most panels in the fuselage bothersome source of interior noise in the
skin are similar to the panel on which accelerom- acoustically treated cabin.
eter number 2 is mounted, the data of Figure 5
suggest an airborne path for the noise from the Also shown on Figure 7 for comparison purposes
tail rotor-blade passage. Although only a small are the octave-band data representative of a wide-
sample of the data obtained is presented in this body jet aircraft during cruise., Although a sig-
paper, an examination of the data from the other nificant reduction in interior noise levels has
noise and vibration transducers supports the above been achieved by the acoustic treatment, 20 dB
conclusions. additional noise reduction is required in some

octave bands to make the helicopter interior noise
Data similar to that shown on Figure 5 are levels comparable to those of a wide-body jet air-

presented in Figure 6 for the same two transducers craft during cruise.
during a 130-kt cruise. The cruise condition, of
course, is the flight condition which involves the Concluding Remarks
longest exposure time for passengers during the
short-haul missions being considered. Most of the This paper has presented data on the interior
comments made about Figure 5 also apply directly to noise levels in typical military and civilian heli-
Figure 6. One exception is that the SPL peak copters. In particular, some detailed information
amplitude in the spectrum at 2700 Hz is comparable on the noise and vibration levels was given for
to the noise levels at 53 Hz and 1370 Hz during the Langley Research Center's Civil Helicopter
this flight condition. Although the tail rotor- Research Aircraft. Inside the acoustically treated
blade passage produces the highest peak amplitude cabin of this helicopter, a pure tone at approxi-
in the SPL spectrum during the 130-kt cruise condi- mately 1370 Hz, corresponding to.the first-stage
tion, the frequency is quite low, 53 Hz, and will planetary gear clash frequency in the main gear
be heard greatly attenuated from the level shown box, dominates the interior noise. Comparison of
because the human ear is not as sensitive to lower interior noise levels in this helicopter before and
frequencies as to the frequencies around 1000 Hz. after installation of the acoustically treated
As during hover, this figure shows the first-stage cabin shows reduction in interior noise levels up
planetary gear clash to be a main contributor to to 30 dB in some octave bands. However, an addi-
the interior noise. The same relationship between tional reduction of 20 dB is required in some
peak amplitudes in the SPL spectrum and the PSD octave bands to make the interior noise levels in
spectrum exists during the 130-kt cruise as during this helicopter comparable to the levels in a wide-
hover OGE. Thus Figure 6 supports the results body jet aircraft during cruise.
stated in the discussion of Figure 5. Since the
nature of the relationship between noise and struc- References
tural vibration (i.e., source/path identification)
is not well understood, further research is needed 1. Report to the President and Congress on
in methods for noise source/path determination. Noise. Report of the Administrator

of the Environmental protection
Some preliminary data have been obtained for Agency. 92nd Congress, 2nd Session,

this helicopter with the acoustically treated cabin Document No. 92-63, Feb. 1972,
installed. The measurements were taken at micro- p. 2-55.
phone location number 3 (fourth row, isle seat).
The results, in terms of SPL octave bands, are shown 2. Jackson, C. E. P., and Grimster, W. F.
in Figure 7. The shaded area at the top of the "Human Aspects of Vibration and Noise
figure is the octave-band data for all microphones in Helicopters." Journal of Sound
and all flight conditions for the helicopter with and Vibration, Vol. 20, No. 3, 1972.
no acoustic treatment. Except for three octave
bands containing the main sources of interior 3. Cox, C. R. "Design Considerations for
noise (center frequencies of 63 Hz, 1000 Hz, and Acceptable Cabin Noise Levels in
2000 Hz), the data have less than a 10-dB spread. Light Helicopters." In American
The solid curve is the octave-band data for micro- Helicopter Society, American Insti-
phone number 3 during hover IGE with no acoustic tute of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
treatment. The effect of the acoustic treatment is and University of Texas Joint Sympo-
indicated by the dotted curve. These data were sium on Environmental Effects on VTOL
taken inside the acoustically treated cabin at Designs, Arlington,! Texas, Nov. 1970,
approximately the same location as microphone num- Proceedings.
ber 3 during hover IGE. As the figure indicates,
up to 30 dB ofrnoise reduction was obtained in some 4. Brown, Thomas J., Brown, Christine G., and
octave bands. This is a significant improvement in Hardin, Jay C. "Program for the
the interior noise levels compared to those of the Analysis of Time Series," NASA TM
untreated helicopter. Although not directly shown X-2988, Sept. 1974.
by the octave-band data, the first-stage planetary
gear-clash (1370 Hz) still dominates the high-
frequency interior noise in the acoustically
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Table 1. Characteristics of Instrumentation apd Locations of Transducers.

FREQUENCY RANGE MEASURING LOCATIONS
TRANSDUCER AMPLITUDE RANGE (Limited by tape (All on port side)

recorder)

Accelerometer

1 1 - 100 grms 1 - 5000 Hz Frame at rear engine mount

2 Centere d on panel

3 On stringer near main gear box frame

4 Main gear box supporting frame

5 Centered on panel

6 Centered on panel

Microphone

1 50 - 100 dB 2 - 500 Hz First row, window seat

2 Second row, isle seat

3 1 Fourth row, isle seat

4 100 - 10000 Hz Center line below main gear box drip pan

Table 2. Flight Conditions for Which Noise and

Vibration Measurements Were Obtained.

Lift-off

Hover in-ground-effect (IGE)

Hover out-of-ground-effect (OGE)

Climb at 1000 ft/min, forward velocity 72 kts

Cruise at 80 kts

Cruise at 130 kts

30' bank to the right

30' band to the left

Descent at 1000 ft/min, forward velocity 70 kts

Landing
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Figure 3. Sketch of typical cabin section showing
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Figure 1. Typical octave-band sound pressure

levels (SPL) for aircraft.
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(b) Top view.

Figure 4. Sketch of cabin showing transducer

locations.
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STATION
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Figure 2. Langley Research Center's Civil

Helicopter Research Aircraft. Figure 4. Concluded.
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Figure 5. Narrow-band sound pressure level (SPL) Figure 6. Narrow-band sound pressure elovel (S PI[

and acceleration power spectral density and acceleration power spectral dCiit'

(PSD) for untreated helicopter during (PSD) for untreated helicopter dur in
hover OGE. 130 knot cruise.
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Figure 7. Effect of acoustic treatment on interior

noise levels of LRC Civil Helicopter
Research Aircraft.


